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DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERPRETATION OF ISAIAH 7:14
A Tribute to Edward J. Young

EDWARD E. HINDSON

In the interpretation of Isaiah 7:14, three basic positions have been historically taken by commentators: 1) that the reference is only, to an immediate event, of the prophet's own day; 2) that it refers only to the Messiah; 3) that it refers to both. The first position has been generally held by those who have denied the unity of the book's structure and supernaturalness of the content.1 There have, though, been exceptions such as Orelli who denied the unity and held the direct messianic interpretation of 7:14.2 From the time of the reformers most evangelicals have held the second viewpoint. Calvin early reflected this view, maintaining the Christological interpretation of Isaiah seven.3 Early writers like Bishop Lowth and the Baptist minister, John Gill also held the messianic interpretation of this passage.4 However, during the middle of the nineteenth century, especially after the publication of Duhm's work, the concept of immediate contemporary fulfillment of all of Isaiah's prophecies became widespread.5 Unable to stem the rising flood of opinion, many conservatives retreated to a dual-fulfillment position, especially on this particular passage.6 Thus, the position of the reformers, who saw fulfillment only in Christ, was abandoned. This influence affected the interpretation of the entire Immanuel passage, which came to be viewed by many as merely symbolic.7

Barnes represents this viewpoint in advocating that "some young female" would bear a son whose name would indicate God's blessing and deliverance. He maintains that only in this way could there have been any satisfactory and convincing evidence to Ahaz. However, he conconcludes that though this is the obvious meaning there is no doubt that the language is so "couched" as to contain application to a more significant event that was a sign of God's protection. He concludes that "the language, therefore, has at the commencement of the prophecy, a fullness of meaning which is not entirely met by the immediate event."8

Beecher also accepted this viewpoint in asserting that the first event of the prediction adequately fulfills it, but that it is completely fulfilled in a series of events that lead to final culmination.9

This concept was historically paralleled by the conservative thinking that the prophet, did not know the implication of what he wrote and that his prophecy had "room for" a fuller applica-
"tion. For example, Ellicott maintained that in the New Testament times the prophecies were seen to have been fulfilled by events in Christ’s life even though that meaning was not present to the prophet's own mind.  

A contemporary of these men was Dewart who criticized the views of leading liberals and the condescension of fellow conservatives such as Barnes, Fairbairn, and Riehm.  He argues that the true picture of the prophet is given in the Epistles of Peter, who tells us that they did know what they were writing of when they wrote. He challenges conservative writers to evaluate the implications of advocating that the prophets did not know the true meaning of what they wrote. He asks what this does to our concept of inspiration in bending it toward a dictation concept. His book provides several excellent discussions on key passages and is very helpful, though it is very little known today.

The Dutch theologian, Gustav Oehler, also criticized the concept of "double-fulfillment in the Isaiah seven passage. He felt that the whole context of chapters 7-9 clearly intends, a direct Messianic interpretation. He admits, "The interpretation now prevailing regards it as only typically Messianic."

His view was followed by Briggs who also criticized seeing a double-fulfillment in the Isaiah passage. He maintained that a "typical correspondence" is not a direct prediction, for if it can have a "multiple fulfillment" then it was never really a prediction as Matthew obviously regarded it. He sees the sign presented to Ahaz as assigned to the future and, therefore, no immediate fulfillment was to be seen by either Ahaz or Isaiah.

Hengstenberg also maintained that the Christian church had, from the time of the Church Fathers, upheld the direct messianic explanation of Isaiah 7:14. He states that it was not until the mid-eighteenth century that writers began to turn from this view. He admits that by the mid-nineteenth century it had gained to the point of prevailing over the historic interpretation.

Cowles also criticized the growing double-fulfillment influence upon conservative writers. He gives a thorough discussion of the problems created by the double-fulfillment interpretation of Isaiah 7:14. He concluded that a dual-fulfillment view of the prophecy is really a "single-fulfillment" view in that only the first event is really predicted and the latter one is merely an "analogy." He asks some very searching questions, such as why did not the prophet structure the passage to "allow" a multiple meaning? He stresses that the use of the definite article the verb tenses Imply that the prophet has only one person m mind.

Many exegetical writers such as J. Alexander and F. Delitzsch stood for the "Single fulfillment" view of this passage. However, most of the homiletical commentaries written by conservatives adopted the dual-fulfillment view and thus it came into the American pulpits.

Many contemporary conservative writers have continued the influence of the multiple fulfillment interpretation of Isaiah 7:14. These, however, are generally represented in shorter commentaries and journal articles, since there have been no recent conservative commentaries of length on Isaiah except the appearance of Edward J. Young's work. Writers such as W. Mueller have advocated that we should accept the R. S. V. translation of 'almah as "maiden" and
use it as an acceptable working basis to present a further correspondence in the passage to the life of Jesus. In his book on hermeneutics, Berkhof discusses the concept of successive fulfillment in prophecy and indicates that he leans toward a double-fulfillment view of this passage. Writing very excellent books on the Gospel of Matthew, H. N. Ridderbos and R. V. G. Tasker also indicate, while commenting on Matthew 1:23, that they see a multiple-fulfillment in the Isaiah 7:14 passage. The fine conservative German writer, Erich Sauer also indicates that he accepts the concept of double-fulfillment when the appearance of a "type" fulfills part of the prediction and when "this type is also fulfilled in the Messianic development." The only recent extensive conservative commentary on Isaiah that holds a dual-fulfillment view of Isaiah 7:14 is the work by the Plymouth Brethren writer, F. C. Jennings, who maintains that Immanuel is the prophet's son. He adds that this alone, however, cannot fulfill vv.14-15. Since then two major one-volume conservative commentaries have been published that represent a dual-fulfillment view of the Isaiah 7:14 passage. Being very fine works representative of the best British and American evangelical scholarship, they are certain to help establish dual-fulfillment interpretation for many years to come. Fitch (N. B. C.) sees both an immediate and ultimate fulfillment in the Immanuel passage. He emphasizes that we cannot separate the passage from its messianic emphasis. Archer (W.B.C.) presents an excellent case for viewing the prophet's wife as being typical of the virgin Mary. He relates the fulfillment both to the prophet's son and ultimately to Christ.

Among the recent critics of the dual-fulfillment concept of prophecy the most outspoken have been J. Barton Payne of Wheaton College and Bernard Ramm of California Baptist Theological Seminary. Payne criticizes Fairbairn's "overdone" typology which he refers to as a "modified form of dual-fulfillment." He states that if one read only the New Testament it would be safe to say that he would never suspect the possibility of dual-fulfillment because the New Testament indicates that the predictions refer directly to Christ. Ramm warns that "one of the most persistent hermeneutical sins" is attempting to place two interpretations on one passage of Scripture, thereby breaking the force of the literal meaning and obscuring the picture intended. concludes that if prophecies have many meanings, then "hermeneutics would be indeterminate."

List of Recent English Language Commentaries on Isaiah and Their View of Isaiah 7:14
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay (1886)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smith (1888)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sayce (1889)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewart (1891)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skinner (1896,)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orelli (1895)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oesterley (1900)</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MacClaren (1906)</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Robinson (1910)</td>
<td>Gordon (1909)</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Gaebelein (1912)</td>
<td>Gray (1912)</td>
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<td>Rawlinson (1913)</td>
<td>Plumptre (1920)</td>
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It may be noted from this chart that as the non-messianic interpretation gained impetus in Germany and began to influence writers in England and the United States during the last of the nineteenth century, conservative writers of the early twentieth century began to adopt position earlier advocated by Barnes and Keith. At the same time there was a noticeable drop in commentaries advocating a strictly messianic fulfillment. Meanwhile the critical viewpoint continued to gain acceptance, especially with the publication of Gray's work as part of the *International Critical Commentary*. Such interpretation has a firm foothold today in liberal and neo-orthodox interpretation. The conservative works advocating single-fulfillment since Orelli were really more study-guides and devotional commentaries, so that Young was right when he wrote in 1954 that "since 1900 no truly great commentaries upon Isaiah have been written." He declared that a great twentieth-century commentary must be written to break with the influence of Duhm. He called for the writing of a new commentary. Eleven years later he...
answered his own call with the publication of volume one of such a commentary.\textsuperscript{39} It is a
defense of the unity of the book's authorship and of the Messianic interpretation of the
Immanuel passage.

Dr. Young's death in 1968 came as a great shock to the world of Biblical
scholarship. Yet it was gratifying to learn that he had completed the draft of the third
volume of his commentary on Isaiah. We are all deeply grateful for God's providence in
this matter. Dr. Young has gone to a greater reward but he has left us a tremendous
legacy in his great work on the Book Isaiah. Certainly he has written the "truly great
commentary upon Isaiah" of the twentieth.
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